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We, Belt, are an independent press founded in 2013 in Cleveland as a platform for new and 
influential voices from the Rust Belt, the Midwest, and beyond.   Our rapidly growing list 
includes original titles  by some of the nation’s best writers about often overlooked subjects 
of interest, with a particular focus on urbanism, history, and authentic narratives that upend 
expectations about both the Midwest and its writers. 

In 2019 we were proud to publish groundbreaking titles like Amanda Kolson Hurley’s 
masterful Radical Suburbs, an exploration of suburbia as a site for social experimentation 
that gives the lie to the white picket fence clichés. We published not one but two original 
hardbacks: Midwest Architecture Journeys, edited by Zach Mortice, and Cleveland in 50 Maps, 
a compendium of—yes—maps that offers fresh and unexpected perspectives on the city we 
call home. Titles like Jonathan Foiles’s This City Is Killing Me paired compelling storytelling 
with a social worker’s passionate call for reform, while Life Sentences: Writings from Inside an 
American Prison, provided unforgettable insight into the lives and creativity of six incarcerated 
and formerly incarcerated men.

The coming year promises all this and more. March brings Raechel Anne Jolie’s Rust Belt 
Femme, the debut memoir by a fiercely honest and proudly queer writer, about her journey 
from rural Ohio poverty to become the woman and scholar she is today. In April we welcome 
Phil Christman’s darkly funny (and brilliant) meditation on Midwestern identity, Midwest 
Futures, and Vivian Gibson’s poignant memoir of growing up in segregated St. Louis, The Last 
Children of Mill Creek. And in the fall we will publish Pure America, the second Belt book by 
Elizabeth Catte, author of 2018’s acclaimed What You Are Getting Wrong About Appalachia, 
Jennifer Howard’s Clutter: A History, which in these Marie Kondo’d days could not be more 
timely, and a memoir of American radicalism by Lee Weiner, one of the Chicago Seven. All 
this plus new anthologies about Gary, Louisvillle, and Pittsburgh,  the second edition of Car 
Bombs to Cookie Tables, our popular 2016 Youngstown anthology, a volume of fast food poetry 
and photography, and—getting meta—a book about the business of book publishing by Belt 
founder and publisher Anne Trubek. 

We are so happy to be able to share them all with you.

Martha Bayne
Senior editor and marketing director

Welcome to  
Belt Publishing’s  
2020 catalog. 



Belt Publishing is …Welcome to  
Belt Publishing’s  
2020 catalog. “Bringing out 

intriguing 
nonfiction 
books about the 
Midwest.”
– Maureen Corrigan for Fresh Air

“A thoughtful foil 
to national media 
characterizations  
of the region as 
either hopelessly 
dystopic or 
cheerfully 
rebounding.”
– Chris Borrelli for the Chicago Tribune

“Killing it lately.” 
– a fan on Twitter

“Growing rapidly and 
gaining visibility in the 
marketplace.” 
– Claire Kirch for Publishers Weekly

“[Illustrating] a diversity 
of viewpoints, a broad 
representation of 
authors, and a clear social 
conscience.” 
–Liz Button for the American Booksellers 
Association

“[Offering] readers an 
opportunity to find 
stories and perspectives 
from their place, 
in which they may 
recognize themselves.” 
– Alastair Boone and Kirston Capps for 
CityLab



R aechel Anne Jolie was four when 
her father came home from his 
third-shift job, took the garbage 

out to the curb and was hit by a drunk 
driver. The accident left him with a 
debilitating brain injury, and her and her 
mother on their own in a working-class 
Cleveland suburb defined by men. They 
struggled for money; they were evicted, 
went days without utilities, and took 
their trauma out on one another, even as 
they clung to each other with ferocious 
need. As a teen Raechel escaped to the 
progressive suburbs of Cleveland Heights, 
a place full of vintage films, music clubs, 
and people who talked about big ideas. 
It was the ’90s, full of Nirvana songs and 
chokers, flannel shirts and cut-off jean 
shorts, lesbian witches and local coffee 
shops. Rust Belt Femme  is the story of 
how these twin foundations—rural Ohio 
poverty and alternative ’90s culture—
made Raechel into who she is today: a 
queer femme with PTSD and a deep love 
of the Midwest.
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MARCH 10, 2020 | ISBN: 9781948742634 | MEMOIR | $26 | HARDCOVER | 5 X 7.25 | 176 PAGES

Rust Belt Femme
BY RAECHEL ANNE JOLIE

Raechel Anne Jolie is a writer, educator, and media maker. Her work has been 
published in Teen Vogue, Bitch Magazine, In These Times, and elsewhere. She 
holds a PhD from the University of Minnesota, and lives in Minneapolis. You 
can find her @reblgrrlraechel or at  raechelannejolie.com.

“A brilliant mix tape of a memoir.”
—Steve Almond, author of Candyfreak and co-creator of “Dear Sugar”



B etween 1927 and 1979, more than 
8,000 people were involuntarily 
sterilized in five hospitals across 

the state of Virginia. From this plain and 
terrible fact springs Elizabeth Catte’s Pure 
America, a sweeping, unsparing history 
of eugenics in Virginia, and by extension 
the United States. 

Virginia’s twentieth-century eugenics 
program was not the misguided initiative 
of well-meaning men of the day, writes 
Catte, with characteristic clarity and 
ferocity. It was a manifestation of white 
supremacy. It was a form of employment 
insurance. It was a means of controlling 
“troublesome” women and a philosophy 
that helped remove poor people from 
valuable land. It was cruel and it was 
wrong, and yet today sites where it 

2020

OCTOBER 13, 2020 | ISBN: 9781948742733 | HISTORY | $26 | HARDCOVER | 5 X 7.25 | 176 PAGES

Pure America
BY ELIZABETH CATTE

Elizabeth Catte is a historian and writer living in Virginia, and the author of What You Are Getting Wrong About 
Appalachia (Belt, 2018). She is an editor-at-large for West Virginia University Press and the co-founder of Passel, 
an applied history and consulting company. 

was practiced like Western State Hospital, in Staunton, VA, are rehabilitated as luxury 
housing, their histories hushed up in the service of capital. As was amply evidenced by her 
acclaimed 2017 book What You Are Getting Wrong About Appalachia, Catte has no room 
for excuses; no patience for equivocation. What does it mean for modern America, she 
asks here, that such buildings are given the second chance that 8,000 citizens never got? 
And what possible interventions can be made now, repair their damage?



“Phil Christman’s writing is readable, 
engaging, and funny as hell, while also 
maintaining intellectual rigor. You don’t 
have to be a Midwesterner to feel connected 
to this book and its people.”
—Tressie McMillan Cottom, National Book Award 

Finalist and author of  Thick: And Other Essays

A  critical tour de force in the 
vein of Rebecca Solnit, Phil 
Christman’s Midwest Futures 

deftly connects the growth of the railroads 
and Chicago’s futures market to the Great 
Migration, the recession, and the pivotal 
place of the Midwest in the face of climate 
change—all the while taking readers 
on a looping ride through Midwestern 
literature and culture. Taking a cue from 
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APRIL 7, 2020 | ISBN: 9781948742610 | HISTORY | $26 | HARDCOVER | 5 X 7.25 | 160 PAGES

Midwest Futures
BY PHIL CHRISTMAN

A former substitute teacher, shelter worker, and home health aide, Phil Christman currently lectures in 
the English department at the University of Michigan. His work has appeared in The Hedgehog Review, 
Commonweal, The Christian Century, The Outline, and other places. He holds an MFA from the University of 
South Carolina-Columbia. The editor of the Michigan Review of Prisoner Creative Writing, a journal sponsored 
by the University of Michigan’s Prison Creative Arts Project, he lives in Ann Arbor.

“A provocative analysis. You’ll never think of 
Peoria in the same way again.” 
—Kirkus Reviews

Thomas Jefferson’s grid, the famous rectangular survey of the Old Northwest Territory 
that turned everything from Ohio to Wisconsin into square-mile lots, Christman breaks 
his exploration of Midwestern identity, past and present, into 36 brief, interconnected 
essays. The result is a sometimes sardonic, often uproarious, and consistently thought-
provoking look at a misunderstood place and the people who call it home.



2020

“I  ’m sitting on the floor in my 
mother’s house, surrounded 
by stuff.” So begins Jennifer 

Howard’s Clutter, an expansive 
assessment of our relationship to the 
things that share and shape our lives. 
Inspired by the painful two-year process 
of cleaning out her mother’s house in 
the wake of a devastating physical and 
emotional collapse, Howard sets her own 
personal struggle with clutter against a 
meticulously researched history of just 
how the developed world came to drown 
in material goods. With sharp prose and 
an eye for telling detail, she connects the 
dots between the Industrial Revolution, 
the Sears & Roebuck catalog, and the 
Container Store, and shines unsparing 
light on clutter’s darker connections to 

Clutter: A History
BY JENNIFER HOWARD

Jennifer Howard is a former contributing editor and columnist for The Washington Post and a former senior 
reporter for The Chronicle of Higher Education. A frequent contributor to the Times Literary Supplement and a 
contributing writer at EdSurge, she has written for Slate, Bookforum, Fine Books & Collections, and Humanities 
magazine, among many other publications. Her fiction has appeared in Virginia Quarterly Review, The Collagist, 
Blue Moon Review, the collection D.C. Noir, and elsewhere. She lives in Washington, DC.

environmental devastation and hoarding disorder. In a confounding age when Amazon 
can deliver anything at the click of a mouse and decluttering guru Marie Kondo can 
become a reality TV star, Howard’s bracing analysis has never been more timely.

OCTOBER 6, 2020 | ISBN: 9781948742726 | HISTORY | $26 | HARDCOVER | 5 X 7.25 | 192 PAGES
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I n March 1969, eight young men were 
indicted by the federal government 
for conspiracy to incite a riot. Most 

of them barely knew each other, having 
come together briefly to protest the 1968 
Democratic National Convention in 
Chicago. First dubbed the “Conspiracy 
8” and later the “Chicago 7,” the group 
included firebrands like Abbie Hoffman 
and Bobby Seale, but also a little-known 
scholar, community activist, and social 
worker named Lee Weiner, who was just 
as surprised as the rest of the country 
when his name was called.

The ensuing trial was a media sensation, 
and it changed Weiner’s life forever. But 
as he recalls in his memoir, the actions 
that brought him before a jury of his 
peers were part of a long tradition of 

AUGUST 4, 2020 | ISBN: 9781948742689 | MEMOIR | $26 | HARDCOVER | 5 X 7.25 | 208 PAGES

A Life on the Left
BY LEE WEINER

Lee Weiner was born and raised on Chicago’s south side. His activist life began with free-speech demonstrations 
at the University of Illinois in 1960, included community organizing in desperately poor neighborhoods in 
Chicago, and led to his indictment in the notorious Chicago 7 trial in 1969. His later political work included 
data analysis for members of Congress and national non-profit organizations. Along the way, he collected a 
couple of Master’s degrees and a PhD in Sociology. He now lives in Florida.

American radicalism that had shaped him from an early age. From his family’s south 
side communist roots to anti-war campus sit-ins and high-profile political appointments, 
A Life on the Left shows how commitment to your ideals can change your destiny—for 
better and for worse.



V ivian Gibson grew up in Mill 
Creek, a neighborhood of St. 
Louis razed in 1959 to build 

a highway. Her family, friends, church 
community, and neighbors were all 
displaced by urban renewal. In this 
moving memoir, Gibson recreates the 
everyday lived experiences of her large 
family, including her seven siblings, 
her college-educated mother, who 
moved to St. Louis as part of the Great 
Migration, and her at-times forbidding 
father, who worked two jobs to keep 
them all safe and fed. With an insider’s 
intimate perspective, she sketches scenes 
populated by her friends, shop owners, 
teachers, and others who made Mill 
Creek into a warm, tight-knit, African-
American community, and reflects upon 
what it means that Mill Creek was 

2020

APRIL 20, 2020 | ISBN: 9781948742641 | MEMOIR | $16.95 | TRADE PAPERBACK | 5 X 7.25 | 160 PAGES

The Last Children of  
Mill Creek
BY VIVIAN GIBSON

Vivian Gibson was raised in Mill Creek Valley—454 acres in the heart of downtown St. Louis that comprised 
the nation’s largest urban-renewal project, beginning in 1959. She started writing short stories about her 
childhood memories of the dying community after retiring at age 66. She lives in St. Louis, Missouri.

destroyed by racism and “urban renewal.”   In Gibson’s words, “This memoir is about 
survival, as told from the viewpoint of a watchful young girl—a collection of decidedly 
universal stories that chronicle the extraordinary lives of ordinary people.”



A nne Trubek wrote several books, 
was a member of the National 
Book Critics Circle, and was 

a tenured English professor before she 
decided to launch a publishing company. 
To start and run this small press, she 
had to teach herself the ins and outs 
of a confusing, often archaic, strangely 
shrouded industry from yet another angle: 
business owner, publisher, and editor. In So 
You Want to Publish a Book? Trubek, who 
writes the popular weekly newsletter “Notes 
from a Small Press,” provides insights from 
her journeys through all facets of writing, 
making, and writing about books, offering 
authors, authors-to-be, and the curious 
concrete advice and information about the 
publishing industry. 
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JUNE 16, 2020 | ISBN: 9781948742665 | REFERENCE | TRADE PAPERBACK | $16.95 | 5 X 7.25 | 160 PAGES

So You Want to Publish  
a Book?
BY ANNE TRUBEK

Anne Trubek is the founder and publisher of Belt Publishing, as well as the author of The History and Uncertain 
Future of Handwriting and A Skeptic’s Guide to Writers’ Houses, and editor of Voices from the Rust Belt, The 
Cleveland Neighborhood Guidebook, and Rust Belt Chic: The Cleveland Anthology. She also founded and served 
as editor-in-chief of Belt Magazine, served on the board of the National Book Critics Circle, and was Associate 
Professor of Rhetoric & Composition at Oberlin College. 

Chapters discuss book proposals, publicity, the difference between developmental and 
copy editing, how to make friends (and enemies) with independent bookstores, the 
differences between “Big Five” and independent presses, royalties, and cover design. 
Handy, humorous charts such as “Five Things Aspiring Authors Should Never Say,” 
“Wait, Wholesalers Receive How Much of a Discount?” and “The Indignity of Returns,” 
along with illustrations by Belt cover designer David Wilson, will help readers feel less 
confused by the process and,  armed with more transparent understanding of the industry, 
more prepared to publish, promote, and purchase books wisely and successfully. 



E l Dorado Freddy’s  may be the 
first book of fast food poetry. 
In “Olive Garden,” “Culver’s,” 

“Popeye’s Louisiana Kitchen,” “Cracker 
Barrel,” “Applebee’s (after James Wright)” 
and other poems, Caine “reviews” chain 
restaurants, taking on topics such as 
parenting, the Midwest, politics, and 
chicken fingers along the way. Caine’s 
funny, deceptively accomplished poems 
are paired with Tara Wray’s color-
drenched photos. The result is a literary 
yet goofy book about American food and 
identity, set in a Midwestern landscape 
where people eat at chain restaurants, 
even when they know better.

2020

MARCH 3, 2020 | ISBN: 9781948742627 | POETRY | $20 | TRADE PAPERBACK | 6 X 9 |122 PAGES

El Dorado Freddy’s
Chain Restaurants in Poems and 
Photographs
BY DANNY CAINE AND TARA WRAY

Danny Caine is the author of Continental Breakfast (Mason Jar Press, 2019), Uncle Harold’s Maxwell House 
Haggadah (Etchings Press 2017), and How To Resist Amazon and Why (Microcosm Publishing, 2019). His poetry 
has appeared in DIAGRAM, Hobart, Barrelhouse, The New Ohio Review, and other places. He lives in Lawrence, 
Kansas where he owns Raven Book Store. More info at ravenbookstore.com and dannycaine.com.

Tara Wray is a photographer, writer, and filmmaker based in Vermont, and the author of Too Tired For Sunshine 
(Yoffy Press, 2018). She curates interviews with photographers at Vice and at BUST Magazine—where her 
focus is on giving voice to women in photography—and is photo editor of the literary journal Hobart. She has 
directed two feature length documentaries: Manhattan, Kansas and Cartoon College. More info at tarawray.net.



B lack Americans have been 
among the hardest hit by the 
rapid deindustrialization and 

accompanying economic decline that 
have become so synonymous with the 
Midwest. Since the 2016 election, many 
traditional media outlets have renewed 
attention on the conditions of “Middle 
America,” but the national discourse 
continues to marginalize the Black people 
who live there.

Black in the Middle brings the voices of 
Black Midwesterners front and center. 
Filled with compelling narratives, thought-
provoking analyses, and impactful 
commentaries, this anthology explores 
the various meanings and experiences 
of blackness throughout the Rust Belt. 
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SEPTEMBER 1, 2020 | ISBN: 9781948742696 | AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES | $20 | TRADE PAPERBACK | 6 X 9 | 256 PAGES

Black in the Middle
BY TERRION L. WILLIAMSON

Terrion L. Williamson is Associate Professor of African American & African Studies at the University of 
Minnesota and the director of the Black Midwest Initiative. A native of Peoria, she is author of Scandalize My 
Name: Black Feminist Practice and the Making of Black Social Life. She lives in Minneapolis.

Bringing together people from major metropolitan centers like Detroit and Chicago as 
well as smaller cities and rural areas where the lives of Black residents have too often gone 
unacknowledged, this collection is a much-needed corrective to the narrative of the region.



Pittsburgh is made up of over 90 
different neighborhoods, and 
while The Pittsburgh Neighborhood 

Guidebook doesn’t have room for all 
of them, it does its best, exploring the 
contrasts that exist between and within 
neighborhoods and how they play out 
in personal narratives. In these pages 
you’ll find essays about old Lawrenceville, 
nonfiction set in the Mon Valley, 
Wilkinsburg, and East Pittsburgh, and 
work by lifetime residents, transplants 
and transients. The fourth in Belt’s 
Neighborhood Guidebook Series, The 
Pittsburgh Neighborhood Guidebook is 
a book that reflects the city in all its 
diversity and contradiction.

Pittsburgh Neighborhood 
Guidebook
EDITED BY BEN GWIN

CITIES

2020

SEPTEMBER 15, 2020 | ISBN: 9781948742719 | REGIONAL INTEREST | $20 | TRADE PAPERBACK | 6 X 9 | 224 PAGES

Ben Gwin is the author of the novel Clean Time: The True Story of Ronald Reagan Middleton (Burrow 
Press). His writing has appeared in Belt Magazine, The Normal School, Gulf Stream and others, and 
anthologized in The Pittsburgh Anthology (Belt Publishing) and Voices from the Rust Belt (Picador). 
Ben grew up in Titusville, New Jersey. He lives in Pittsburgh with his daughter, and is currently 
working on a nonfiction book about parenting and the opioid crisis.
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JUNE 2, 2020 | ISBN: 9781948742672 | REGIONAL INTEREST | $20 | TRADE PAPERBACK | 6 X 9 | 224 PAGES

W hen Car Bombs to Cookie 
Tables: The Youngstown 
Anthology was published in 

2015, it sold out its first two printings 
within months. The essays, poems, and 
photos in the anthology touched a nerve 
with Youngstown residents and expats, 
as well as a national audience always 
fascinated with this paradigmatic Rust 
Belt city. Five years later—and during 
a presidential election year—Belt will 
publish an updated edition of this book, 
with new essays by Jen Vanderpool, Sherry 
Lee Linkon, Henry Gomez, and others. 

Car Bombs to Cookie Tables
The Youngstown Anthology, 2nd Edition
EDITED BY JACQUELINE MARINO

Jacqueline Marino is a professor of journalism at 
Kent State University. Her articles and essays have 
been published in Cleveland Magazine, Belt Magazine, 
River Teeth, and The Washington Post. She is the author 
of White Coats: Three Journeys through an American 
Medical School (The Kent State University Press, 2012). 
She was born and raised in Youngstown, Ohio, and she 
never misses a wedding or a meal there.



Although Columbus is the capital 
city of the state of Ohio, it 
does not live in the national 

imagination the way older Ohio cities, 
such as Cincinnati and Cleveland, do. 
They have secured a distinct cultural 
presence for themselves, while Columbus 
is still becoming—and rapidly. In the last 
twenty years, Columbus has grown in 
population by two million people.

The Columbus Anthology captures what 
Columbus is becoming, and defines a 
distinct cultural presence for Columbus 
and its citizens. Through the voices of 
local artists, activists, writers, musicians, 
and other enthusiastic residents, The 
Columbus Anthology presents a collective 
wisdom through its collected work.

The Columbus Anthology
EDITED BY AMANDA PAGE
Published in partnership with the Ohio University Press

2020

APRIL 7, 2020 | ISBN: 9780998018805 | REGIONAL INTEREST | $20 | TRADE PAPERBACK | 6 X 9 | 224 PAGES

Amanda Page is a writer and editor whose work 
can be found in Belt Magazine, Assay Journal, and 
the Belt anthology Midwest Architecture Journeys. 
She lives in Columbus, Ohio, with two senior dogs.
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SEPTEMBER 21, 2020 | ISBN: 9781948742702 | REGIONAL INTEREST | $20 | TRADE PAPERBACK | 6 X 9 | 224 PAGES

W hat is Louisville’s identity 
in the twenty-first century? 
Is it the Southernmost 

Midwestern city, the Midwestiest Southern 
town, or somewhere in between? Living 
on the border of two regions creates a 
hybrid sensibility full of contradictions 
that can be difficult to articulate beyond 
“from Louisville, not Kentucky.” So what 
does it mean to live in a blue dot in a red 
state? How does Louisville engage with its 
history while looking forward? How do 
people work, learn, eat, fight, and grow in 
ways that are uniquely Louisville’s?

The Louisville Anthology is a collection of 
stories, reflections, poems, and reported 
essays from the city that—keeping the 
bourbonism in perspective—evoke the 

The Louisville Anthology
EDITED BY ERIN KEANE

Erin Keane is the Louisville-based author of three collections of poems, a former Courier-Journal and 
WFPL arts journalist, and current Executive Editor at Salon.

place in compelling ways and provide insight to both locals and visitors or engaged 
outsiders into Louisville’s complex identity.



Once the second-largest city in 
Indiana, and home to the world’s 
largest steel mill, Gary has suffered 

and shrunk greatly in the postindustrial 
global economy. Population numbers 
now approach pre-Great Depression 
lows. Large swathes of its land are urban 
prairie, and a recent survey found a 
quarter of the Gary’s built environment is 
in a dilapidated or dangerous condition. 
But Gary is also a center of Black culture 
and political power. It is home to the 
Indiana Dunes National Park and globally 
rare ecosystems. Union, community 
organizing, and environmental justice 
struggles based in Gary have profoundly 
shaped social and political life in the 
United States. It is the setting for everyday 
joys and tragedies, and very much alive.

The Gary Anthology
EDITED BY SAMUEL LOVE

2020

NOVEMBER 17, 2020 | ISBN: 9781948742757 | REGIONAL INTEREST | $20 | TRADE PAPERBACK | 6 X 9 | 224 PAGES

Samuel Love  is an artist, community organizer, and educator.

The Gary Anthology’s contributors include not only the essayist, poet, and journalist 
but also the graffiti writer, the minister, the activist, the singer, the organizer, and 
of course, the steel worker. Their work complicates standard narratives about steel, 
violence, and urban decay, and offers readers the chance to hear from those who 
are reshaping the city from the bottom up. Taken as a whole, the collection is a 
vibrant rebuke to the notion that Gary is “dead.”



RECENT TITLES
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Radical Suburbs: Experimental Living  
on the Fringes of the American City
By Amanda Kolson Hurley

ISBN: 9781948742368
“The overall history of housing in America isn’t about the 
unfettered human spirit at its best; it’s about greed and 
fear and short-sightedness.  ... But that makes this little 
book all the more necessary.” —Etelka Lehoczky on NPR

“Essential reading for any urbanist.” —Richard Florida, 
author of The Rise of the Creative Class

Midwest Architecture Journeys
Edited by Zach Mortice, Introduction by Alexandra Lange

ISBN: 9781948742573
“One of “28 books you should read right now.”  
—Chicago Tribune fall literary preview

“A vital collection of essays.” —Curbed, “101 Books 
About Where and How We Live”

“A perfect coffee table book.”—Curbed Chicago

This City is Killing Me:
Community Trauma and Toxic Stress in 
Urban America
By Jonathan Foiles

ISBN: 9781948742474
“Chicago-based mental health clinician Foiles looks at the 
many ways in which urban poverty, crime, violence, and 
other socio-economic factors can destroy a life. ...  
An urgent call for reform worthy of serious 
consideration.”—Kirkus Reviews



2020

Life Sentences: Writings from Inside  
an American Prison 
By the Elsinore-Bennu Think Tank for Restorative Justice
Introduction by Amber Epps, Afterword by John Edgar Wideman

ISBN: 9781948742597
A collection of poems and prose by six currently and formerly 
incarcerated men, Life Sentences is a hybrid of prison memoir, 
philosophy, history, policy document, and manifesto.

Cleveland in 50 Maps
Edited by Dan Crissman, Cartography by Evan Tachovsky and 
David Wilson

ISBN: 9781948742559
“Open Cleveland In 50 Maps to find way more than directions. 
… Belt Publishing’s latest release charts the city from all angles, 
mapping everything from which high schools produced the 
most NFL players, to the locations of breweries past and present, 
to a series outlining the socioeconomic consequences of racist 
redlining.” —Gershon Harrell for Cleveland Magazine

What You Are Getting Wrong About 
Appalachia
By Elizabeth Catte

ISBN: 9780998904146
One of the best books of 2018 —NPR’s “On Point”

“Catte’s slim, very readable volume is like a more focused 
version of Howard Zinn’s venerable A People’s History of the 
United States.”—Laura Adamcyzk for The A.V. Club

“A spiky polemic.” —Benjamin Wallace-Wells, for the New Yorker

The Battle of Lincoln Park:  
Urban Renewal and Gentrification in Chicago
By Daniel Kay Hertz

ISBN: 9781948742092
“When it comes to matters of place, policy, and equity in Chicago, 
Daniel Kay Hertz is one of the most important and incisive 
commentators we’ve got.”—Eve L. Ewing, author of Ghosts in the 
Schoolyard: Racism and School Closings on Chicago’s South Side

“A cogent and concise study of how one neighborhood has 
changed drastically over time.”—Publishers Weekly



Our Belt Revivals 
series reprints 

unjustly forgotten, 
newly resonant 

works from 
the American 
Midwest. Five 

new titles 
published in 

2019 joined four 
released in 2018 to 
bring the series to 

its conclusion.
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BELT REVIVALS

The Artificial Man 
and Other Stories
By Clare Winger Harris 
Introduction by Brad Ricca
ISBN: 9781948742320

Stories of Ohio
By William Dean Howells 
Introduction by Anne Trubek
ISBN: 9781948742214

The Shame  
of the Cities
By Lincoln Steffens 
Introduction by Daniel Kay Hertz
ISBN: 781948742511

The Marrow of 
Tradition
By Charles W. Chesnutt 
Introduction by Wiley Cash
ISBN: 9781948742344

One of Ours
By Willa Cather 
Introduction by Rebecca Onion
ISBN: 9781948742535



GENERAL NON-FICTION
Rust Belt Arcana:
Tarot and Natural History in 
the Exurban Wilds
By Matt Stansberry and David Wilson
ISBN: 9781948742122

How To Live in Detroit 
Without Being a Jackass, 
Second Edition
By Aaron Foley
ISBN: 9781948742313

55 Strong:
Inside the West Virginia 
Teachers’ Strike
Edited by Elizabeth Catte, Emily Hilliard, 
and Jessica Salfia
ISBN: 9781948742269

How To Speak Midwestern
By Edward McClelland
ISBN: 9780997774276

Red State Blues: Stories from 
Midwestern Life on the Left
Edited by Martha Bayne
ISBN: 9781948742

Democratizing Cleveland:  
The Rise and Fall of  
Community Organizing in 
Cleveland, Ohio
By Randy Cunningham
ISBN: 9781948742276

The New Midwest:  
A Guide to Contemporary  
Fiction of the Great Lakes,  
Great Plains, and Rust Belt
By Mark Athitakis
ISBN: 9780997774283

Folktales and Legends of the 
Middle West
By Edward McClelland
ISBN: 97870998018812

The Whiskey Rebellion  
and the Rebirth of Rye:  
A Pittsburgh Story
By Mark Meyer and  
Meredith Meyer Grelli
ISBN 9780998904160

CITY ANTHOLOGIES
The Milwaukee Anthology
Edited by Justin Kern
ISBN: 9781948742382

Under Purple Skies: The 
Minneapolis Anthology
Edited by Frank Bures
ISBN: 9781948742436

The St. Louis Anthology
Edited by Ryan Schuessler
ISBN: 9781948742443

The Cleveland Anthology, 
Second Edition
Edited by Richey Piiparinen and Anne 
Trubek
ISBN: 9780985944162

The Akron Anthology
Edited by Jason Segedy
With an introduction by David Giffels
ISBN: 9780996836739

Right Here Right Now:  
The Buffalo Anthology
Edited by Jody K. Biehl
ISBN: 9780997774269
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Rust Belt Chicago:  
An Anthology
Edited by Martha Bayne
ISBN: 9780997774375

The Cincinnati Anthology
Edited by Zan McQuade
ISBN: 9780985944124

A Detroit Anthology
Edited by Anna Clark
ISBN: 9780985944148

Grand Rapids Grassroots:  
An Anthology
Edited by Dani Villella and Ashley Nickels
ISBN: 9780998018829

Happy Anyway: A Flint 
Anthology
Edited by Scott Atkinson
ISBN: 9780996836715

The Pittsburgh Anthology
Edited by Eric Boyd
ISBN: 9780985944193

NEIGHBORHOOD 
GUIDEBOOKS
The Cleveland Neighborhood 
Guidebook
Edited by the staff of Belt Magazine
ISBN: 9780996836722

The Chicago Neighborhood 
Guidebook
Edited by Martha Bayne
ISBN: 9781948742498 

The Detroit Neighborhood  
Guidebook
Edited by Aaron Foley
ISBN: 9780998904139

BELT REVIVALS
Poor White
By Sherwood Anderson 
Introduction by John Lingan
ISBN: 9781948742009 

Main Travelled Roads
By Hamlin Garland
Introduction by Brianne Jaquette
ISBN: 9781948742030

The History of the Standard 
Oil Company
By Ida Tarbell 
Introduction by Elizabeth Catte
ISBN: 9781948742153

The Damnation of Theron 
Ware
By Harold Frederic 
Introduction by Ruth Graham
ISBN: 9781948742184
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